
First shelf – A-C: 

 
Edward Abbey – Desert Solitaire 

Mark Abley – Beyond Forget (because I’ve been to Forget, SK, on sales road trips ... ) 

Margaret Atwood – not a lot, but Surfacing from Grade 13 English; a couple of signed 

 hardcovers; a couple of Advance Reading Copies from ’79 and ’81 (one is 

Bodily Harm, which I happen to know was written on a certain Caribbean 

island) 

Jane Austen – a copy of Pride & Prejudice from a novel course I studied at Queen’s and a 

thick Complete Novels Of - because there’s a photo on the cover of Colin 

Firth-as-Mr.-Darcy 

Nick Bantock – the Griffin & Sabine series (and the memories of these books require a blog  

     post unto themselves ... ) 

Joan Barfoot – I love Joan’s writing – have loved her writing since I first read Abra; I had  

the privledge of being her sales rep when she published with L&OD and     

Key Porter; I have only met her once in person, but she is someone whose  

work I will reread and continue to read as she publishes new novels ...  

Besides Abra, I have four other books here and at least one in Calgary (time 

to reread at least one of these, methinks) 

Rick Bass – great Montana writer who was probably first recommended to me by Judy  

         Gardner – one of these books is a hardcover published by Clark City Press  

         (which requires a blog post of its own) 

Monty Bassett – I was Monty’s sales rep for Slim the Guide, published by Greystone, who I  

got to know personally because the back cover copy described him as      

dividing “his time between his ranch in northern British Columbia and a  

tiny island in the Caribbean.” Soul mates! Now I have just looked him up 

online to see what he’s up to and I hope to reconnect with Monty soon. 

Nice man! Good writer! (Great inscription to Dennis & me on this book,  

too!) 

Samuel Beckett – Waiting for Godot and Endgame, both Grade 13 English Lit editions 

Louis de Bernieres – Ah, Louis ... I remember when your Canadian publisher brought you  

   to Canada and you came to Calgary to promote the wonderful  

   Captain Corelli’s Mandolin at the request of Eric Jenson, then  

   manager of The Book Company in Bankers’ Hall. Eric asked  

   everyone he knew to please come and bolster the audience, but even  

   then there were only 12 of us present for your reading – and every one  

   of us worked in the book biz. A great time was had by all, though, 

because there was certainly more wine and food set out than even we  

could consume. Your reading that evening, Louis, was brilliant and  

you made lifelong fans of all of us. 

Stephen Bodio – Querencia is one of my all-time-favourite books! Another Clark City Press 

       publication that I sold for Raincoast Books. I can’t remember now how  

       many times I’ve read this, but I know I will never tire of it. (I wrote  

     about it here:  

http://booksreviewed.wordpress.com/2007/12/06/querencia-by-stephen-bodio/ 

 

http://booksreviewed.wordpress.com/2007/12/06/querencia-by-stephen-bodio/


Robert Bolt – A Man for All Seasons – Grade 13 edition 

Gail Bowen – Gail’s books take up a large portion of the top shelf, and there are still four  

                         more novels in the Joanne Kilbourn series I have stored in Calgary. We  

                         began with Deadly Appearances, which she inscribed with “... here’s where  

                         we came in,” because I was her sales rep for this book and the second,  

  published by Douglas & McIntyre, and we got to know each other very well. 

I feel privileged that Gail and her husband Ted have remained steadfast  

friends through all these years since 1990. And here we are, 14 books into the  

series later ...  

Charlotte & Emily Bronte – surprisingly, I only have one novel by each sister and both are  

  editions I used in courses at university 

Ernest Buckler – read The Mountain and the Valley in university and bought the other two 

      books because Buckler is a classic Canadian author. Debating whether to  

      keep ... they’re toast; I need the space! 

Mikhail Bulgakov – read The Master and Margarita in university and always loved it.  

Morley Callaghan – something has managed to chew through this Advanced Reading Copy  

             of A Time For Judas. I remember Callaghan came to The Guild  

             Gallery for a promotion in the late 70s, but this ARC is now the only  

             book I have by him. It is signed though, just not in “mint”  

           condition. Hmmm ... 

Albert Camus – The Plague is the only book of Camus’s that I have on the shelf. Again,  

      hmmm ... 

Emily Carr – the Douglas & McIntyre Emily Carr Omnibus with an intro. by Doris  

  Shadbolt. A beautiful edition! And I’ve read it! 

Lewis Carroll – nice collectable editions of a combined Alice/Through with illus. by Sir  

     John Tenniel, and the Mercury House Edition of The Complete Sylvie and  

     Bruno with a pockmarked dust cover I don’t have the heart to throw out 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


